Neural connection supporting endogenous 5-hydroxytryptamine influence on autonomic activity in medial prefrontal cortex.
5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) transmission in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) enhances or suppresses signal outflow to influence emotion-/cognition-based function performances and, putatively, the autonomic responses. The top-down cortical modulation of autonomic activities may be mediated in part through projections from mPFC to brain stem dorsal vagal complex (DVC). The abundant and heterogeneous densities of 5-HT fibers across laminae in mPFC suggest serotonergic innervation of mPFC-DVC projection neurons whereby endogenous 5-HT acts to regulate autonomic activities. The present study investigated the physical relationship between 5-HT fibers and the autonomic-related mPFC neurons by examining and quantitatively characterizing the 5-HT contacts upon retrogradely labeled mPFC-DVC projection neurons in pre- and infra-limbic cortices (PrL/IL) with light and electron microscopies combined with immunocytochemistry for 5-HT and presynaptic vesicle marker synaptophysin (Syn). 5-HT varicosities were observed, under confocal microscope, to form close appositions to or, at ultrastructural level, to form asymmetric axodendritic synapses and direct contacts upon the target neurons. About 16% of the entire 5-HTergic varicosities in lamina V of PrL/IL coexpressed Syn and about 24% of the peri-somatic 5-HTergic swellings demonstrated Syn-immunoreactivity (ir), suggesting a low frequency of putative synapses estimated at optical level. Ultrastructurally, examination of thirty-seven serially cut thin 5-HT boutons closely apposed to the labeled dendritic profiles demonstrated that only three contacts presented with identifiable asymmetric, synaptic membrane specializations. These data provide the first and direct morphological evidence supporting that endogenous 5-HT may be released mainly via direct contacts bearing no identifiable synaptic specializations as well as synapses, targeting autonomic-related mPFC neurons for autonomic regulation.